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Abstract. For a nonnegative density P on a hyperbolic Riemann surfaces

R, let A'' be the subset of the Roy den harmonic boundary consisting of the

nondensity points of P. This ideal boundary, as well as the P-harmonic

boundary 8P of the P-compactification of R, have been employed in the

study of energy-finite solutions of Au = Pu on R. We show that àp is

homeomorphic to 8F — {sP}, where sP is the /"-singular point. It follows that

8P fails to characterize the space PBE(R) in the sense that it is possible for

5,, to be homeomorphic to 8Q, but PBE(R) is not canonically isomorphic to

QBE(R).

1. In order to study the space PBE(R), or PE(R), for a density P > 0 on

a hyperbolic Riemann surface R, two ideal boundaries have been especially

suited to the task. One is the subset Ap of the Royden harmonic boundary A,

consisting of the nondensity points of P, and the other, 8P, is the P-harmonic

boundary, of the P-compactification of R. The former was introduced in [1],

and the latter in [6]. An interesting feature of 8P is the existence of the

P-singular point sP, which in a sense corresponds to A \ àp.

The question naturally arises as to what is the relation between A'' and 8P,

and in this note we prove that Ap and 8P — {sP} are homeomorphic.

In [2], it was shown that A'' does not characterize PBE(R) in the sense that

there exist densities P and Q on R with A'' = Ae, but PBE(R) is not

canonically isomorphic to QBE(R). Here, a canonical isomorphism is a

vector space isomorphism \p: PBE(R)^> QBE(R) such that for each u G

PBE(R), \u — \pu\ < pu, for some potential pu on R. Equivalently, m|A =

\pu\A, for every u E PBE(R). As a consequence of the homeomorphism

between Ap and 8P — {sP}, we will see that 8P suffers from a similar

limitation in being able to characterize PBE (R ).

2. Let R be a hyperbolic Riemann surface, and M(R) the Royden algebra

of bounded, Tonelli, Dirichlet-finite functions on R. Denote by MA(R) the

£D-closure of functions in M(R) with compact supports. The Royden

compactification R* is a compact Hausdorff space containing R as an open

dense subset such that every/ G M(R) has a continuous extension to R*.
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Moreover, M(R) separates points of R*.

The Roy den boundary is T = R* \ R, and the Roy den harmonic boundary

A can be characterized by

A = {x E R*:f(x) = 0 for all/ G A/A (/?)},

and hence is compact. Refer to the monograph [7] for a comprehensive

treatment of the Royden algebra and Royden compactification.

For a nonnegative locally Holder continuous differential P = P(z) dx dy,

z = x + iy, we consider the 7>-algebra MP(R) of bounded, Tonelli, energy-

finite functions/on R, where the energy ER(f) is given by

£R(/) = f|grad/l2+/>/2.
JR JR

Let MPA(R) be the family of functions which are 7?7s-closures of functions in

MP(R) with compact supports. The T'-compactification R* is a compact

Hausdorff space containing 7? as an open dense subset such that every

/ E MP(R) has a continuous extension to Rp. Furthermore, MP(R) separates

points of Rp.

The 7>-boundary is yP = Rp\ R, and the T'-harmonic boundary 8P can be

characterized by

8P = {x E Rp:f(x) = 0 for all/ G MP¡Í(R)}.

The 7>-singular point sP E 8P enjoys the property that f(sP) = 0 for each

/ G MP(R). It exists, and is unique, if and only if fRP = oo. Moreover,

under the condition fRP = oo, MP(R)  ç M(R) and Rp ^ 7?*.

Of prime importance in the sequel will be the following:

Urysohn Property for 7?* (resp. Rp): For disjoint compact subsets K& Kx

of R* (resp. Rp such that K0 contains the P-singular point sP), there exists a

function f E M(R) (resp. MP(R)) such that 0 < / < 1 on R* (resp. Rp), and

f\Kt = i, i = 0, 1.

Denoting by PBE(R) the space of bounded, energy-finite solutions of

Aw = Pu on R, the orthogonal decomposition obtains for every/ G MP(R):

f=»j + g,
where Uj E PBE(R) is the P-harmonic projection of f, and g G MPA(R). The

P-algebra and T'-compactification have been extensively investigated in the

works [4], [5], [6], and from a somewhat different point of view in [3].

Next, we can define a continuous open mapping ttp: R* —> Rp c

n/eAMÄ)[-||/IL, ll/IIJ of R* onto 7?* by (nP(x))f = f(x), for x G R*,
f E Afp(R). Then 77> is the identity mapping on 7?, and f (itP(x)) = f(x) for

all* G R*,f E Mp(R).
In what follows, we prove that 8P — {sP) is the image under mP of the set of

nondensity points Ap c A, defined by

Ap =    je G A:  Í P < oo for some neighborhood U* of x in R* \.
{ JUmnR J
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3. Points of T which are mapped to sP by ttp have the following characteri-

zation (cf. [8]).

Theorem 1. 77>(x) = sP if and only if frj.nR P = oo for every neighborhood

U*ofxinR*.

Proof. Suppose ttp(x) = sP for some x G T, and let U* be a neighborhood

of x in R*. By the Urysohn Property for R*, there exists a function

g G M(R) such that 0 < g < 1 on R*, g(x) = 1, and supp g c U*. Then

g G MP(R) since every / G MP(R) satisfies f(x) = f(sP) = 0. As a

consequence, ER(g) = oo, and therefore fR Pg2 = oo since g E M(R).

Hence

f        P >f        Pg2 > f Pg2 - oo,
Ju*nR        Ju*nR JR

and the necessity is proved.

On the other hand, suppose 77>(x) = y =£ sP. We choose a function / G

MP(R) such that f(y) > e for some £ > 0. Then N* = (z G R^.f(z) > e) is

an open neighborhood of v in RP with

e2l2f        P<[        Pf2<ER(f)<

Consider a neighborhood U* of x in R* such that ttp(U*) c N*. Since

U* n R C ttp(U*) n Ä, we conclude

r   p<r     p<r   p<oo,
JU*nR JTTP(V)r\R        JN*nR

establishing the theorem.

Corollary. 7/A'' r A, í/ie« tt^íA \ Ap) = (i^.}.

The relationship between A and 8P was initially studied in [9]. The follow-

ing result establishes the relationship between A'' and 5^ - [sP).

Theorem 2. ttp: Ap —> 8P — {sP} is a homeomorphism.

Proof. We first show that ttp(Ap) c 8p — {sP}. Let x G A, and consider a

function / G MPií(R). Since MPA(R) c MA(R), f(x) = 0 by the character-

ization of A, and since f(x) = /(tj>(x)), we infer ttp(x) G 8P. Therefore

7T^(A) c 8P. For any x G Ap, Theorem 1 implies ttp(x) =£ sP, so that ttp(Ap)

C8P- {sP}.

To prove ttp is injective, take x, v G Ap, x =£ y. Then (w>(x)} U {"'/>(>')} is

a compact subset of 8P — {sP}. By the Urysohn Property for Rp", there exists

a function g G MP(R) such that 0 < g < 1 on Rp", and g\{TrP(x)} u {">(.y)}

= 1. Thus g|{x} u {y} = 1. Choose h E M(R) such that h(x) i- h(y), and

0 < h < 1. The function / = gh satisfies f(x) ^ /( v) and 0 < / < g on R.

Hence/ G MP(R), and f(TrP(x)) ^ f(itP(y)) implies w>(x) 7e wF( v).

To show TTP is surjective, suppose x £ áP - {sp} \ ">(A). By the Urysohn
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Property for Rp, there exists a function/ G MP(R) such that 0 < / < 1 on

Rp,f(x) = !> and/|7?>(A) U {sp) = 0. Then the TMiarmonic projection uf E

PBE(R) satisfies uf\8P = f\8P. Thus uf(x) = I, but uf\A = ii|w,(a) = 0,

implying i^ = 0 by the PBD-Maximum Principle (cf. [2]). This contradicts

Uf(x) = 1, and hence 8P - {sP} c trP(A). For any z G A\ A^, Theorem 1

implies irP(z) = sP, so that 8P - {sP} c TrP(Ap), and the theorem is proved.

From the preceding it is evident that:

Corollary 1.trP(A) = 8P - {sP} if and only if A = Ap.

Corollary 3.3 of [2] can now be stated in the following manner:

Corollary 2. HBD(R) is canonically isomorphic to PBE(R) if and only if

itp(A) = 8p- {sP}.

4. A necessary condition for PBE(R) to be canonically isomorphic to

QBE(R) is that Ap = AQ (cf. [2]). In this case, 7rß ° trPl is a homeomorphism

between 8P — [sP] and 8Q - {sQ}. Since 8P and 8Q are compact, we can

extend 7rg ° ttp ' to a homeomorphism between 8P and 8Q, yielding:

Theorem 3. If PBE(R) is canonically isomorphic to QBE(R), then 8P is

homeomorphic to 8Q.

To disprove the converse, consider the Riemann surface T00 constructed in

[2] which has the property that for certain densities P and Q on 7?, A^ = AQ,

however, PBE(T"°) is not canonically isomorphic to QBE(TX). The

densities P and Q satisfy JR P = fR Q = oo, so that Rp i- R*, R* ^ R*.

Thus we see that 8P does not characterize the space PBE(R) in the following

sense:

Theorem 4. There exists a Riemann surface R and densities P and Q on R

such that 8p is homeomorphic to 8q, but PBE(R) is not canonically isomorphic

to QBE(R).
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